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DEPENDENCE OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITION ON BIOPHYSICAL
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Resume
All human intellectual activity is based solely on the consumption of energy. Without energy, it is

impossible to imagine the activity of the organism, the normal functioning of all the necessary benefits
for people. This factor is extremely important both within a person and for his existence in the
environment. Various areas of production cannot work independently, because they require constant
energy production. Living systems for their existence must constantly replenish and expend energy.
Energy processes in ecosystems obey the first and second laws of thermodynamics. In accordance
with them, energy does not arise and does not disappear, it only passes from one form to another (the
first law of thermodynamics is the law of conservation of energy). Some of the energy is dissipated in
the form of heat.

The dependence of the human physiological state on biophysical parameters, the application,
importance and changes of thermodynamic indicators in the human body are explained.
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Rezyume
Insonning barcha faoliyati faqat energiya iste'moliga asoslangan. Energiyasiz organizmning

faoliyatini, odamlar uchun barcha zaruriy manfaatlarning normal ishlashini tasavvur qilish mumkin
emas. Bu omil inson ichida ham, uning muhitda mavjudligi uchun ham nihoyatda muhimdir. Ishlab

qiladi. Tirik tizimlar mavjudligi uchun doimo energiyani to'ldirishi va sarflashi kerak.
Ekotizimlardagi energiya jarayonlari termodinamikaning birinchi va ikkinchi qonunlariga

bo'ysunadi. Ularga muvofiq energiya paydo bo'lmaydi va yo'qolmaydi, u faqat bir shakldan
ikkinchisiga o'tadi (termodinamikaning birinchi qonuni - energiyaning saqlanish qonuni).
Energiyaning bir qismi issiqlik shaklida tarqaladi.

ermoregulyatsiya, energetik balans, issiqlik uzatish,
issiqlik urushi, termodinamikaning birinchi va ikkinchi qonunlarining inson organizmiga tadbiqi.

Relevance



Table 1. Table for calculating the basic metabolism of men

Mass,
kg Kcal Mass

, kg Kcal Height,
sm

Age
17 19 21 23 25 27

Table 2. Table for calculating the basal metabolism in women

Mass,
kg Kcal Mass

, kg Kcal Height
, sm

Age
17 19 21 23 25 27



Conclusion
All human intellectual activity is based solely on the consumption of energy. Without energy, it is

impossible to imagine the activity of the organism, the normal functioning of all the necessary benefits
for people. This factor is extremely important both within a person and for his existence in the
environment. Various areas of production cannot work independently, because they require constant
energy production. Living systems for their existence must constantly replenish and expend energy.

Energy processes in ecosystems obey the first and second laws of thermodynamics. In
accordance with them, energy does not arise and does not disappear, it only passes from one form to
another (the first law of thermodynamics is the law of conservation of energy). Some of the energy
is dissipated in the form of heat.
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